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The chimneypiece in the billiard room Subdivision of the billiard room

Subdivided reception room on the ground floorInserted screen on the ground floor
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The inserted staircase at the eastern end of the houseWine-storage shelves on the ground floor

Ground-floor corridor in the service range to the north east The curved link range
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Modern doors on the first floor

The secondary staircaseThe principal landing on the first floor

Modern partitions on the first floor
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Typical first-floor room in the service range

The first-floor room over the billiard room First-floor bathroom

First-floor corridor
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Taplow Enclosure Map of 1787, corrected to 1838 Ordnance Survey, 1876

Glen island house

Glen island house

Glen island house

Ordnance Survey, 1912Ordnance Survey, 1899

Glen island Stables Glen island Stables
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Ordnance Survey, 1931 Ordnance Survey, 1955

Site plan of Taplow Paper Mills, 1965 Aerial photograph, 2014

Glen island house Glen island house

Glen island houseGlen island house

Glen island Stables Glen island Stables
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Glen Island House: phasing

Ground floor First floor

Original or early fabric

20th century

Extension of 1884 Extension of 1884
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2.6.2 Glen Island Stables
Palmer had the Stable Block erected in 1880, eleven years after the completion of the initial phase 
of the house, and four years before the completion of the extension.

The east range of the Stable Block was originally the same length as that to the west, but it was 
shortened and remodelled sometime after 1965 to allow for the erection of the industrial shed now 
present to the south. The single-storey shed to the rear is a much more recent intervention.

description

The Stable Block is arranged around the northern, western and eastern sides of a stable yard, around 
20m to the north east of Glen Island House. The whole is constructed of stock brick with tiled roofs, 
and with decorative hung tiles and black and white half-timbering on the gables and roof turret.

The east-west aligned block – which probably always had a first-floor level, presumably a hayloft – 
presents five bays to the north, the easternmost two obscured by the later single-storey shed, and 
the westernmost two accommodating pairs of window openings; the central bay is now occupied 
by a single post-war window, and there is a post-war metal escape stair serving a modern dormer 
door above. To the stable yard to the south are three large double-door openings and a narrower 
doorway accessing the staircase. The gabled dormer at the centre of the southern elevation may 
originally have accommodated a hoist serving the hayloft.

The single-storey west range is inward looking, with two large openings (probably altered, as 
evidenced by the RSJs above them) facing the stable yard. To the west, the range presents two 
high-level ventilation openings over half-timbered panels, together with a central gable decorated 
with hung tiles and half-timbering. There is a further decorative gable to the south. Internally, this 
range is largely open to the roof.

The east range is arranged over two storeys, with two large openings (subsequently partially infilled) 
and windows above facing the stable yard, and several kinds of window of different ages on the east 
wall serving both levels. The brickwork of the southern elevation indicates that the range originally 
continued southwards at a lower level; there are now two post-war casement windows lighting the 
ground floor.

Internally, some of the plan-form may reflect the original arrangement, but there has clearly also 
been subdivision, particularly at first-floor level. Little historic fabric survives, although there are 
remnants of green tiling and a couple of tethering rings within the west range, together with a 
semi-circular tongue-and-groove clad feature, perhaps some sort of chute from the hayloft.

The former Stables viewed from the south west

The stable yard
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The brickwork of the southern elevation of the 
east range indicates that it originally continued 
southwards at a lower level

The date ‘1880’ in the western gableThe western side of the stable yard

The eastern elevationThe Stables viewed from the north west
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The northern end of the mill buildings viewed from the stable yardThe single-storey shed to the north

The interior of the west range, looking south The interior at the building’s north-western corner
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2.7 Mill Island 

2.7.1 Mill Island House
The Taplow Riverside Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007:23,J) identifies Mill Island House 
as an early 19th century dwelling that was extended in 1869 by Charles Venables, the operator 
of the Taplow Paper Mills, as his own residence. Certainly, the Taplow Enclosure Map of 1787 as 
corrected to 1838 shows a building on the site of the present Mill Island House, whereas it does 
not appear to be shown on the Taplow Enclosure Map of 1779. A draft of the conservation area 
appraisal on the Taplow Society’s website (http://www.taplowsociety.org.uk/twiki/pub/Main/
RiversideConservationArea/RiversideAppraisal.pdf) suggests that the house may have been built for 
George Venables, ‘Charles’s predecessor’.

A plan of the mill in 1868 suggests that the house (identified simply as a ‘residence’) then comprised 
a short rectangle, with a central projecting porch to the west and further irregular projections to 
the north and south. Inspection of the extant fabric suggests that the earlier house survives as the 
hipped-roofed, central part of the present building. The present west porch is most likely also part 
of the earliest phase, although its gabled first floor is certainly later. Internally, the principal staircase 
probably also dates from the early 19th century dwelling. To the north west of the house, there 
were two unidentified structures, while to the north there were some stables and the ‘manager’s 
house’ (the present Mill Island Cottage).

The mill was presumably doing well at this time, as Venables’ remodelling of the earlier house was 
very extensive, and effectively doubled its size. The Ordnance Survey map of 1876 shows Mill Island 
House occupying essentially the same footprint as it does today. One of the earlier structures to the 
north west of the house was still present, but the stables had by this time gone. 

To the existing house, Venables appears to have added the gabled first floor over the earlier porch, a 
new gable to the west and two new gables to the east, the southernmost one with an idiosyncratic 
‘gable within a gable’ detail. The house was extended to the north and south. To the south, the new 
accommodation was arranged over a single, tall storey with a gabled southern end. To the north, 
Venables added a two-storey range with gables to the east and west (that to the east featuring the 
‘gable within a gable’ feature), with further accommodation extending northwards and terminating 
in a double gable.

Neither the architect of the original house, nor that of its late 19th century remodelling, are 
known.

If the early 19th century house was indeed built for George Venables, then it has always effectively 
been a part of the mill complex. By 1965, its northern end was identified as ‘Offices (Part of Mill 
House)’, whilst the southern end was identified simply as ‘Mill House’, suggesting that it may have 
still be in residential use. The present winter garden to the rear (east) of the southern range, and 
the square bay window to the west, both appear to have been added between 1965 and 1970. By 

The southern end of the western elevation with the modern, square bay window and datestone ‘CV 1869’ 
above. 

Mill Island House looking north east; the rendered ground-floor element containing the front door probably 
survives from the earliest phase
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the end of the 20th century, the whole building was in office use. Internally, the office conversion 
resulted in some knocking through and subdivision, although the historic plan-form remains 
reasonably legible.

The present single-storey accommodation extending to the north east of the house appears to date 
from the 1970s. Similarly, the single-storey brick building to the north west date from the late 20th 
century, although it probably incorporates some fabric from the ancillary structure present in the 
late 19th century.

At some point in the late 20th or early 21st century, many of the windows were replaced in uPVC.

description

Mill Island House is arranged over two storeys, with its principal entrance accommodated in a 
gabled projection (with a blind pointed arch detail within it) orientated westwards towards the river. 
As discussed above, the lower, rendered part of this projection, and the flat-arched doorway with 
fanlight over within it, may constitute part of the early 19th century house that was subsequently 
extended by Charles Venables in 1869. The remainder of the house is executed in stock brick laid 
in Flemish bond, under gabled slate roofs. To the south (right) of the porch projection, the western 
elevation presents a further two-storey gable (also with the blind pointed arch detail), and then a 
single, tall storey terminating with a south-facing gable end, the latter incorporating a ‘gable within 
a gable’, together with the blind pointed arch detail. On the western side of this range is a modern, 
square bay window. To the north (left) of the porch projection, the western elevation presents a 
single flat bay of the earlier house, then a two-storey gable (with blind arch detail), and finally a 
recessed two-storey element terminating with a pair of north-facing gables (that to the west with 
blind arch). To the rear (east), the central part of the house comprises a symmetrical arrangement 
of three gables, the outer ones incorporating ‘gables within gables’ and the central one with the 
blind pointed arch detail. To the south (left), the elevation is largely occupied by a single-storey 
winter garden, added between 1965 and 1970. Abutting the house on its northern side, and 
interconnected with it, is an arrangement of single-storey volumes, probably added in the 1970s. 
Many of the windows are uPVC.

Internally, the historic plan-form remains reasonably legible despite some knocking through and 
subdivision in connection with its conversion to office use. The principal staircase appears to survive 
from the earlier house. Elsewhere, however, little historic architectural fabric survives; most of the 
fireplaces have been blocked up and most of the joinery is modern. A handful of rooms – mostly the 
main ones – retain their historic cornices and joinery.

The single-storey brick range to the north west dates from the late 20th century, although it probably 
incorporates some fabric from the ancillary structure present in the late 19th century

The rear of the house, with the winter garden of 1965-70
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The principal staircase appears to survive from the earlier houseThe single-storey accommodation extending to the north east of the house appears to date from the 1970s.

A handful of rooms retain their historic cornices and joinery For the most part, little historic architectural fabric survives; most of the fireplaces have been blocked up and 
most of the joinery is modern
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Ordnance Survey, 1876

Mill island house

Mill island house

Mill island house

Mill island Cottage

Building on the site of 
Mill island Cottage

Building on the site of 
Mill island Cottage

Building on the site of 
Mill island Cottage

Taplow Enclosure Map of 1779 Taplow Enclosure Map of 1787, corrected to 1838

Plan of Taplow Paper Mills, 1868

Mill Island: map regression
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Mill island house

Mill island houseMill island house

Mill island house

Mill island Cottage

Mill island CottageMill island Cottage

Mill island Cottage

Ordnance Survey, 1899 Ordnance Survey, 1912

Plan of the mills, 1929 Ordnance Survey, 1931

Mill Island: map regression
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Mill island houseMill island house

Mill island houseMill island house

Mill island CottageMill island Cottage

Mill island Cottage

Block plan of Taplow Paper Mills, 1965Ordnance Survey, 1955

Ordnance Survey, 1970 Aerial photograph, 2014

Mill Island: map regression
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2.7.2 Mill Island Cottage
The Taplow Riverside Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007:23,J) states that Mill Island Cottage 
was the lodge to Mill Island House.

A building appears to have existed on the site of Mill Island Cottage as early as 1838, and perhaps 
even 1779, and, by 1868, the building on the site was described as a ‘manager’s house’. However, the 
present cottage has a datestone, ‘1876’, with Charles Venables’ initials; this, together with its classic 
mid-Victorian appearance, suggests that the cottage was rebuilt or very substantially remodelled at 
this time. The Ordnance Survey map of 1876 shows the cottage to have comprised a short east-west 
aligned block with a narrow projection on its eastern side (perhaps a staircase accessing the upper 
storey) and a small projection to the rear (north). Ordnance Survey maps of 1899, 1912 and 1931, as 
well as 1894 and 1929 plans of the mill complex, all show that the footprint of the cottage remained 
constant during this period.

Between 1931 and 1955, the rear of the house appears to have been straightened up. Inspection of 
the brickwork of the rear elevation suggests that the line of the whole elevation was brought out to 
the northern edge of the projection (rather than the projection being removed).

By 1965, the cottage accommodated the staff canteen. It is not known what alterations were made 
in this regard.

The precise orientation of the building differs from plan to plan; those up to 1931 essentially show 
it aligned east-west, whereas those from 1955 onwards reflect more accurately its actual position 
– aligned south west to north east. This discrepancy is thought to relate to inaccuracies of early 
surveys rather than any rebuilding at this date. What the later plans show more acutely, however, is 
that the space between the cottage and the mill buildings to the east was particularly narrow. This 
was probably not an issue in the late 19th century, but, with the increasing size of lorries over the 
course of the 20th century, it seems to have become problematic. Sometime after 1965, the eastern 
end of the cottage was taken down and rebuilt, its south-eastern corner being moved westwards 
to provide more clearance for vehicular access. The rebuilding – in modern brick laid in stretcher 
bond – extended around into the cottage’s southern elevation, just to the east of the porch. (The 
original line of the eastern end of the cottage is perhaps indicated by the square eastern end of the 
corridor along the northern side of the cottage.) The projection on the eastern side of the cottage 
was removed altogether. The projection may have contained a staircase accessing the upper storey, 
and this was perhaps moved inside at this time.

It is not known when the cottage ceased to accommodate the canteen, but at some point it was 
given over to office use. It is not known whether any alterations were made in this regard. However, 
the cottage has clearly undergone some late 20th century alteration. While the historic plan-form of 
two rooms on each floor (one to each side of a central chimneybreast) remains legible, no historic 
joinery survives.

The nature of the mill buildings at the time the cottage was erected is not known, but the cottage 
seems always to have been a part of the mill operation. Mill buildings have occupied the land to 

Mill Island Cottage; the front elevation displays classic mid-Victorian hipped gables with bargeboards on the 
porch and west side, as well as the modern rebuilding on the east side

Inspection of the brickwork of the rear elevation suggests that the line of the whole elevation was altered 
between 1931 and 1955
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the east of the cottage throughout its history, but little survives of its historic setting. The huge 
industrial structures now present are the product of redevelopment in the second half of the 20th 
century.

description

Mill Island Cottage is arranged over two storeys, under a gabled and half-hipped slate roof, with 
two rooms on each floor (one to each side of a central chimneystack), together with a corridor 
(which accommodates the staircase) along its northern side. The principal elevation is to the 
south, and comprises a rendered gable to the left of a slightly projecting porch. The western and 
northern elevations are of stock brick laid in Flemish bond, that to the north showing evidence of 
some alteration, as discussed above, and that to the west in poor condition (perhaps caused by 
deliberate snecking of the masonry to take render which was either never applied or subsequently 
removed, and/or because of damage caused by masonry bees). As discussed above, the eastern 
end of the cottage was rebuilt on a different line in the late 20th century, and the eastern elevation 
and the southern elevation east of the porch, are in modern brick laid in stretcher bond. Most of 
the windows are 20th century timber casements. Internally, whilst the historic plan-form remains 
legible, all the wall finishes and joinery present are modern.

View of the west elevation with the mill buildings beyond

View of the modern east elevation
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2.8 Dunloe Lodge
Dunloe Lodge, originally named ‘Millstream’, was built in 1896 for a J. W. Benson Esq. to designs 
by the Maidenhead, Oxford and Isle of Wight practice of Davy & Salter (Robert Clifton Davy, 1851-
1908, and Stephen Salter, b.1861). Locally, the practice is known for the ‘Seven Deadly Sins’ built in 
the late 19th century along the river at Shooter’s Hill, Pangbourne, in an eclectic and accomplished 
Gothic, Queen Anne and vernacular style. The practice’s other known buildings included a house 
(‘Bray Lodge’) on Fishery Road, Maidenhead (1900) for a Mrs Brown-Potter; a house on York Road, 
Windsor (1902) for a Captain A. J. Errington; some steps on Lord Calthorpe’s Woodlands Vale Estate 
on the Isle of Wight (1903); and a house (‘Brocket’) on Boyn Hill Avenue, Maidenhead (1906-7, Grade 
II) for a Harold Sydney Lanning Esq.

As discussed above, Dunloe Lodge’s riverside site became available in c.1893 with the diversion 
of the course of Mill Lane eastwards away from the riverfront. Prior to this, the site had comprised 
open land bounded by Mill Lane along the eastern bank of the Thames.

By 1911, the house was occupied by George Palmer, who was a Brigadier General by 1924. As detailed 
by Russell (2007:7), the house acquired its present name from its acquisition by William Frederick 
Le Poer Trench (1868-1929), the 5th Earl of Clancarty (formerly Viscount Dunlo [sic]). William, who 
died at Dunloe Lodge in 1929, was noted for marrying the music-hall singer Belle Bilton against the 
wishes of his father, who sold off much of his estate in retaliation.

The precise historical development of the building, and indeed its present form, is very difficult to 
ascertain, as its condition precludes a full inspection. As built, the house was arranged over two 
storeys, and followed an irregular plan with square, gabled bay windows facing the river, together 
with a canted projection with pointed roof at its north-western corner. It adopted many of the 
elaborate features typical of the Victorian architecture which characterises the area, including tile-
hung elevations, ornamental painted bay windows, oriels, dormers, verandahs and prominent brick 
chimneystacks. Ordnance Survey mapping suggests that the house underwent some expansion to 
the south between 1912 and 1931, and perhaps also saw the addition of a verandah to the north. 
There appears to have been further alteration at the northern end between 1955 and 1970.

Since a fire in the 1970s and another in July 2007, the house has been open to the sky, and is in a 
rapidly-deteriorating condition.

As noted in the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007:24), there are echoes 
of Dunloe Lodge in its former lodge, ‘Driftwood Cottage’ (outside the Site boundary). The tile-
hung gable end with its porthole window is a particular feature of the southern approach from Mill 
Lane.

Dunloe Lodge prior to the 2007 fire

Dunloe Lodge: eastern elevation
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Dunloe Lodge: first floorDunloe Lodge: ground floor

Dunloe Lodge: sectionDunloe Lodge: attic floor
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Ordnance Survey, 1899

dunloe lodge

dunloe lodgedunloe lodge

Ordnance Survey, 1875/76

Ordnance Survey, 1912 Ordnance Survey, 1931

Dunloe Lodge: map regression
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dunloe lodge

dunloe lodge

dunloe lodge

Ordnance Survey, 1955 Ordnance Survey, 1970

Aerial photograph, 2014

Dunloe Lodge: map regression
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2.9 The Gas Works
As detailed above, the Maidenhead Gas Works was built in 1834, adjacent to the river where coal 
could be unloaded from barges. Mill Lane, originally a river towpath, was diverted around it to form 
a double bend.

In c.1893, the course of Mill Lane was diverted eastwards further away from the riverfront, facilitating 
the expansion of the Gas Works. A new gateway was constructed at the southern end of the site, 
together with a brick wall along the western side of Mill Lane. Over the course of the following 70 or 
so years, the site filled up with various buildings and gasholders.

In 1949, the Gas Works was converted to a holder station and continued to occupy the riverside site 
until at least 1965, soon after which the present gasholder and gas meter house were constructed 
on the eastern side of Mill Lane.

The site next to the river was cleared, with the exception of the gate piers to the south and the red 
and grey brick wall along its eastern boundary, which probably date from the expansion of the Gas 
Works between c.1893 and 1899, together with a small area of probably-contemporaneous paving 
just to the south west of the gateway. The present buildings occupying the southern end of the site, 
the home of the Maidenhead Sea Cadets, appear to be largely post-war.

The Gas Works wall is much higher at its southern end; a blocked-up doorway and historic map 
evidence indicate that the wall here was part of a building. Further north, part of the Victorian wall 
has been lost, and the gap has been filled with a section of modern brick wall and a functional metal 
fence. The old metal fittings atop the old gate piers (the gates do not survive) may have been for 
gas lights.

A small area of historic paving survives just to the south west of the gateway

The gate piers survive, but the gates have gone; the adjacent buildings appear to be largely post-warThe wall is much higher at its southern end; a blocked-up doorway and historic map evidence indicate that 
the wall here was part of a building

Part of the Victorian wall has been lost, and the gap has been filled with a section of modern brick wall and a 
functional metal fence
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Ordnance Survey, 1875Taplow Enclosure Map of 1787, corrected to 1838

Ordnance Survey, 1899 Ordnance Survey, 1912

The Gas Works: map regression
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Ordnance Survey, 1955Ordnance Survey, 1931

Ordnance Survey, 1970 Aerial photograph, 2014

The Gas Works: map regression
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2.10 Skindles

2.10.1 Skindles
As detailed above, the present Skindles buildings have their origins in several mid-19th century 
riverside villas. In 1852, the Taplow Estate sale included, as part of the Orkney Arms, ‘a cottage, boat 
house and yard adjoining the Hotel ... held by Mr Skindle as tenant from year to year, and underlet by 
them to Mr Jonathan Bond’. (William Skindle (d.1867) was the landlord of the Orkney Arms as early 
as 1833, and it subsequently passed to his son, also William.) Smales (2014, pers. comm.) suggests 
that this may have been the southernmost block of the present Skindles building. Certainly, this 
element appears to have been in use as a bar by 1891. By 1865 (Smales, 2014, pers. comm.), the 
Brigade of Guards Boating Club (BGBC) had been established just to the north of this element (either 
in adapted existing villas or new accommodation), and, it subsequently extended the buildings 
northwards, as evidenced by the inscription ‘BGBC 1883’ on the two-storey element just to the 
north of the tall central block, and Ordnance Survey mapping. In 1904, the BGBC moved across the 
river to a larger site between the road and rail bridges, and the Orkney Arms, by this time under 
the proprietorship of one James Hodgson, expanded into its Mill Lane premises. ‘Skindles Hotel’, as 
both parts (on each side of the road) were subsequently known, became the most fashionable hotel 
on the Thames. Its reputation was sealed with Royal approval by the patronage of King Edward VII 
and Queen Alexandra, as well as a bevy of names from Debrett’s. It subsequently flourished as the 
discreet destination of choice for ‘playing away’ through the 1920s and ’30s.

The precise historical development of the buildings (and indeed their present form beyond the 
elevations that can be seem from Mill Lane, the Maidenhead Bridge and the Maidenhead riverbank) 
is difficult to ascertain, as their condition precludes a full inspection. However, it seems that all of the 
elements fronting Mill Lane were present by 1899, with the exception of the long range between 
the entrance to the BGBC and the present No. 5 Mill Lane to the north. The site of this range was 
occupied by four cottages at this date but, as detailed below, there was a gap between them and 
the present No. 5; the cottages were replaced with the present range here in the 1960s. Behind 
these buildings, there appears to have been a yard enclosed to the west by a further north-south 
aligned range fronting the river, apparently the BGBC ballroom (Smales, 2014, pers. comm.). This 
range appears to still be present, although it now extends further northwards than it did in 1899. 
Also present in some form by 1899 was the single-storey extension along the western side of the 
tallest block at the centre of the group.

By 1912, open loggias or terraces had been added along the western side of the long north-south 
aligned range fronting the river, and to the western side of the block immediately to the south of 
the tallest central one. These elements can be seen in an interwar photograph from the Maidenhead 
bank. This massing essentially remained the same until at least 1950, when the hotel was put up 
for sale, although the open loggia to the north had by this time been enclosed with glazing. And, 
in 1947, according to Lawrence (2011:10), both flood and fire had caused extensive damage. The 
hotel itself, ‘Lot 1’, was offered as a going concern, and comprised the buildings on the western 
side of Mill Lane, together with the buildings on the original Orkney Arms site to the east. The 

The Orkney Arms, 1792

Skindles Hotel, 1883
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eastern buildings accommodated the hotel reception, hotel bar, manager’s office and other back-
of-house functions, and the ‘hotel tap’ (‘The Orkney Arms’), together with fourteen hotel rooms. 
The buildings on the western side of Mill Lane were identified as the ‘American Bar, Restaurant and 
Hotel’, and were described as being ‘of more modern appearance than the original hotel, being 
cement faced with glass canopy to the road’. The American Bar was described as ‘a delightful room 
panelled in oak with oak flooring and beamed ceiling ... [with] full-length windows overlooking the 
river, with casements to the lawn’. Also accommodated on the ground floor were the lounge, dining 
room, ballroom, ‘masonic room’ and various back-of-house functions, whilst above were a further 
eighteen hotel rooms.

The Sales Particulars noted:

Between the American Bar, Restaurant, etc., and the river is a fine loggia and terrace, giving access 
to the famous riverside lawn, this lawn having a delightful vista of Maidenhead Bridge and across 
the river to an open space on the opposite bank recently acquired by Maidenhead Corporation and 
laid out as a pleasure garden.

By 1955, the enclosed yard to the north of the tall central block appears to have been infilled.

Between 1955 and 1970, No. 5 Mill Lane lost its original south-western corner, and the western 
range of Skindles to the north of the tall central block was extended northwards onto its land, whilst 
its terrace was extended further westwards. The adjacent buildings fronting Mill Lane were also or 
rebuilt at this time, and extended over the original yard to the south of No. 5 Mill Lane.

In 1966, under new ownership, Skindles attempted to appeal to a different clientele with many new 
features including a casino known as ‘Skindles Sporting Club’. The venture was launched with a 
glittering charity ball but it failed and the hotel closed two years later. The buildings on the original 
Orkney Arms site, on the eastern side of Mill Lane, were demolished in 1971. 

Lawrence (2011:10) relates that a further change of ownership in the 1970s brought a new lease 
of life to the riverside buildings through a £1.5 million restoration. The Skindles riverside buildings 
became a notorious nightclub, at one time known as the ‘Valbonne’, run by the legendary nightclub 
impresario Louis Brown. It was frequented on occasion by Princess Margaret and Diana Dors, and 
played host to The Rolling Stones, Thin Lizzy, Budgie and The Strawbs. The scope of alterations 
made in connection with this use is not known, but given the money involved must have been 
extensive. The club finally closed in 1994/5.

A small area of historic, probably 19th century paving survives on Mill Lane, just to the east of the 
southern end of Skindles.

As detailed above, a boathouse was present to the south of the future Skindles by 1875. Ordnance 
Survey mapping shows that it was extended to the east between 1875 and 1899. The present 
boathouse (outside the Site boundary) is dated ‘1880’ at its eastern end, and this may relate to the 
eastward extension. Turn-of-the-century and early 20th century photographs show the boathouse 
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Skindles Hotel, 1920; note that the old single-storey boathouse was still present at this date

Skindles Lawn, c.1925; note the rebuilding of the boathouse as a wider building arranged over two storeys
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to have then been a narrow, single-storey structure with a pitched roof. By c.1925, however, the 
boathouse had been substantially remodelled or rebuilt as a wider building narrowing at its eastern 
end, and arranged over two storeys. This is also evidenced by a change in plan-form between 
the Ordnance Survey maps of 1912 and 1931. The date ‘1880’ at the eastern end of the present 
boathouse indicates that fabric from the earlier structure was re-used. The rebuilt boathouse, half-
timbered with a pitched roof, had a wide opening for boats at its western end with a balcony above, 
and eight windows to the south on both levels.

The present boathouse, clad in corrugated iron, is clearly the same structure as was in existence by 
c.1925, but it has lost the balcony to the west, and all of its ground-floor windows to the south have 
been covered over. Where windows remain in the southern elevation, the original 8:8 casements 
have been lost. A doorway to the south, visible on the c.1925 photograph, has been blocked up, 
and a further doorway (in part in place of one of the original ground-floor windows) inserted a little 
to the east.

Skindles Hotel, 1925

Skindles Hotel from the Maidenhead riverbank, interwar
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Skindles Hotel, 1955
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Detail of a post-war postcard showing the Mill Lane frontage of Skindles, including the cottages that 
occupied the site between the entrance to the BGBC and No. 5 Mill Lane to the north

Skindles Hotel, 1972

The American Bar, 1950 The Restaurant, 1950
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Skindles viewed from the Maidenhead bank The southern end of Skindles viewed from Mill Lane, perhaps the first element of the present buildings leased 
by William Skindle senior

The Mill Lane frontage looking north A small area of historic paving survives just to 
the east at the building’s southern end

Entrance to the 1883 Brigade of Guards Boating 
Club extension to the north of the tall central 
block
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The long range between the entrance to the BGBC and the present No. 5 Mill Lane to the north was occupied 
by four cottages in 1899 but the present range dates from the 1960s

The northern end of the Skindles buildings viewed from the western side of No. 5 Mill Lane
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C19 villas

SkindlesC19 villas

5 Mill lane

Taplow Enclosure Map of 1787, corrected to 1838Taplow Enclosure Map of 1779

Ordnance Survey, 1899Ordnance Survey, 1875

Skindles: map regression
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